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Auditor to watch spending of student money
by Rich Miller
Staff Writer
Student Government is revising its.
budgeting process in an effort to
inform students how their money is
being spent, Student Government
President Jeff Mills said Wednesday:
_ Mills said that a_private auditor will
be hired by Student Governnient to
monitor how students' money is being
used.
"We want to set up a system that
shows where every dollar is going,"
Mills said. "We have to have an
accountable system."
Student Government has an ex-
pected revenue of $330,000 for
-1982-83. All of the money comes from
the S30-a-year activity fee that all
students must pay unless they take
,less than six credit hours, are night
students, or get special permission
from Student Government.
Student Government Vice President
Jon Lindsay said that in the past it has
been estimated that up to 10 percent
of Student Government's money ex-
pected revenue wasn't in the record
books.
"The record keeping wasn't done
very well,"Lindsay said. "We want
to be able to carry our books over
every year so we can see exactly where
the money is going."
Lindsay saisTr&at the auditor mtrbe
responsible for setting up a system of
accountability.
"We want an auditor who can help
us design a good system and who can
go over our books yearly," he said.
"We've contacted several private
auditors so far."
Lindsay said it will cost up to
$5,000 to have an audit done for last
year and to get the system set up. But
he said,. in the long run, Student
Government will save money.
"Spending one to two percent of our
expected revenue to make sure we're
not losing 10 percent of it is very
reasonable," Lindsay said. "In
addition._ the yearly cost will go down
the daily
as the system is streamlined."
Student Government met with ad-
ministration officials last spring to
discuss the budgeting process, Lindsay
said.
"We came up with an agreement to
audit any organization funded more_ -
than $5,000," he said.  "This it 
logical. What we wanted to do was to
get continuity in the Office of
Financial Affairs."
Mills said that Chris Skillman, vice
president for Financial Affairs, now
has to sign every check that gets
allocated.
"In order to release a check, the
treasurer of the organization has to
write it, and it has to be signed by
Chris Skillman and by either Jon
Lindsay or myself," Mills said. "We -
began doing it this way at the
beginning of the year. In the past,
there was no real control of the money.
The organization could sign the check
and that would be sufficient."
Mills said that $234997 of the
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U.S. and Canada may
benefit from energy trade
by Michele Guilmette that will pollute the air will be
Staff Writer lessened."
Opportunities for trade of, large One application of the electrical
surpluses of energy sources between trade between the United States and
the United States and Canada should Canada, Scott said, is that of the
be taken advantage of, said A.R. border trade potentials between
Scott, director general of the Canadian Quebec and New England. Quebec
Department of Energy, Mines and produces 99.8 percent of its electricity
Resources in Ottawa Wednesday night, from hydroelectric sources whereas
"The argument is in favor of the New England produces 55 to 58
economic advantages to be obtained by percent of its electricity from oil.
trade and that both partners will Another example Scott gave was the
benefit in the process," Scott said. difference between the province of
"The Canadian Connection in our Manitoba's hydroelectric energy and
Energy Future" was the topic of the the coal firing plants located in the
lecture in the first of a four part series states south of the province.
sponsored jointly by the Land and Since 1959, he said, "Canadian
Water Resources Center and the policy has been supportive and
Canadian-American Center. consistent of exports so long as the
Sherman S. Hasbrouck, protection of the Canadian consumers
environmental specialist of the Land is considered.
and Water Resources Center said, Unfortunately, universal agreement
"The implications for us in Maine are of U.S.-Canadian cross border trade is
very great. If we can get energy from currently not in accord.
Canada, the pressures on us to rely on "There is a need for developing new
nuclear power, to dam up more of our ways to negotiate and finance a project
beautiful rivers, and burn a lot of coal of this _sort," he said, and, some of
expected revenue for 1982-83 is
budgeted to the boards of Student
Government, such as the Inter-Dorm
Board and the Off-Campus Board, and
to Student Legal Services and the
Guest Lecture Series. The expected
aprplus of $95,003 is allocated to save
organizations on campus, The organ-
izations will now have to keep receipts
of their expenditures, Mills said.
"The organizaton or club will have
to set up a special checking account for
the money we give them," he said.
"They will have to give us their
expense receipts. If all of the money
isn't spent, we'll give it to someone
else."
Mills said that the main goal was to
tighten up the system as much as
_possible.
"The new system will definitely
save the students' money," he said.
"We want to eliminate the temptation
to embezzle budgeted money, and this
will help. I'm pleased that there will
be action taken."
The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875
Thursday, Oct. 14, 1982
A.R. Scott of the Canadian Department of Energy spoke on energy trading
between Canada and the U.S. Wednesday night. (Bill Snow photo)
these opportunities for communication
have depended on technological
improvements.
Scott said the main ideas is that the
issues be treated rationally and fairly.
"Electricity should be treated as any
manufactured commodity, with trade
resulting in mutual benefits for both
countries involved," he said.
The next seminar included in the
four part series will feature a
representative from Quebec
Hydropower Wednesday, Oct. 27 at 3
p.m.
West views East in discussion on China
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
From Hong Kong to Guangzhou,
China is a complex land of beautiful
Confucian temples, magnificent
landscapes, ancient and modern
history and very friendly people.
"In every instance you found out
that you were welcomed freely,"
Professor Norman Wilkinson of the
Theater Department said, who spoke
at the Firesides, a series of lectures
sponsored by Focus. The Firesides
feature many different types of lectures
speaking on topics of concern or
interest to the university community.
About 15 people attended Wilkinson's
tiAsstottmludirs*wr-rosor""^
, /
presentation.
Wilkinson has been to China twice,
first in 1954 and more recently in 1980.
In a slide show presentation at the
Memorial Union Wednesday night he
discussed his impressions of its land,
people and culture.
"The countryside looks like a set
from a Walt Disney movie," with its
majestic buildings, beautiful
mountains and rock formations and
ancient palaces and shrines with statues
of animals guarding their entrances,
Wilkinson said.
"I thought the children were
absolutely marvelous, the little girls
were so forward," Wilkinson said.
Students would greet his group with
singing and dancing and loved to have
their picture taken. He noticed that the
children always wore bright colors, but
the dress of adults was usually very
drab.
Wilkinson did his master's and
doctoral work in Chinese theater and
he had many observations on ,that
aspect of Chinese culture. Duritig the
cultural revolution, the Chinese had
eight model works developed under
Russian influence.
These works were - "superheroic"
and very stiff with unrealistic acting.
They were all about the revolution, but
"we've almost stopped that kind of
theater," Y Shen, a visiting professor
of surface science from Shanghai, said.
Both Shen and Wilkinson said that
China has gone back to the more
colorful and dramatic traditional
plays. These feature highly colorful
costumes, constant traditional music,
fast paced acting and lots of
acrobatics.
Wilkinson has written five articles
about his experiences in China, one of
which was published in a Peking
magazine , China Reconstructs, and
was about the Chinese theater from a
Western point of view.
7
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-by Rob Doscher
Staff writer
Six weeks of rehearsal will come in-
to focus Monday as the cast and crew
of the Maine Masque Theatre open
their 77th season with Bernard
Pomerances' production of The
Elephant Man.
"We like to have plays which are
challenging_to the_artnrs., but we also
like to entertain and educate the
audience," said James Bost, chairman
of the Department of Theatre/Dance.
The Maine Masque will also be
presenting The Good Doctor Nov. 16-
20, Tobacco Road March 1-6 and The
Teahouse of the August Moon- April
26-30.
"The Elephant Man is the story of
one man's struggle to be accepted as a
human being," Arnold Colbath,
difectorof Elephant Man, said. "The
fact that this is a true story makes you
think my God, this really happened
and the meaning of the story becomes
more a part of you:'
BEAR yz
Campus 'ir•-"Y%
Crier
'For sale -'74 Ford Pick-up. Good
tires. Br aitd—neW inspection
sticker! Looks rough but runs
great. $600.00 or best offer. Call
581-7869 -ask for Jeff.
Four bedroom apt. for rent in
Old Town. 1 large kitchen
bathroom and living room.
S275.00 month. Call evenings
827-7445.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel
Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. D-1- bos 2049, P6rt
Angeles, Washington 98362.
Colbath said, "Unlike the TV
movie, we will use very little makeup
on Nathan Aldr,01,who stars as the
elephant man. The ugliness and
contortions of the elephant man must
be presented through body movements
and a speech impediment." Colbath
added, "Nathan borrowed a whirlpool
from the PE Department because
acting out the deformities of the
elephant man can be very painful on
your back. He had picked up the
movements well though."
The Maine Masque theatre Is the
production arm of the Department of
Theatre/Dance yet anyone interested
in theatre or dance may audition,"
Bost said. A number of graduates from
HliN presents "Oldies But
Goodies Night," Thursday
October 14. Two solid hours of
Laurel & Hardy will be shown
starting at 7:00 pm in 153
Barrows Hall. GREAT STUDY
BREAK. Admission: 75 cents.
Oh No! It's Devo! only 15 days
left for Maximum Exposure to
3-Devo and Wall of Voodoo:
•
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Thursday is Italian Night at the I
next-door cafe
+and bakery I
Orono28 Will Street, 
,Serving Dinner 5pm-9pns
110. I
.0v •
,.r
NEWCO
MARKET
Main St.. Orono
1166-7711
Agency Liquor Store
any 2 liter Soda or Mixer. 99c
plus tax & deposit
Miller 12 pack
12 oz. cans *4.99
+a-
plus tax & deposit
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Masque opens season with The Elephant Man
Bost said. "Tobacco Road is about
Americans, violence, sex; and the
American dream," Bost added, Unlike
Maine Masque's other three
productions, Tobacco Road will be
presented in the Pavillion Theatre.
Bost said. "The Pav,illion Theatre gives
student actors a chance to be closer
with the audience whereas in Hauck
Auditorium there is a large space
separation between the audience and
actors."
Nathan Aldrich will star in The Elephant Man, the first presentation of
Maine Masque theatre this season. (Bill Snow photo)
the School of Performing Arts,
however, go to New York where they
try out for roles in broadway, off-
broadway and soaps.
"The Good Doctor will go on tour
to culturally deprived communities
throughout Maine, sometimes in very
remote areas, and is presented free of
Charge to the residents," Bost said.
"We've done this before and it was
very exciting. For instance, we
travelled by boat to Vinal and North
Haven Islands where some people had
never seen a live play before," Bost
said.
Tobacco Road will be by
visiting director, Russel Treyz, "an up
coming director from New York,"
managed
"We must perform a play for two- •
weeks in the Pavillion Theatre to equal
the income from a five day production
in Hauck," Colbath said. "This can be
very exhausting for student actors," he
added. Hauck Auditorium seats 600
while the Pavillion Theatre holds 150.
The Patrons of the Arts, an
organization composed of people
interested in the Arts from the Bangor'"
area, supplements the income for the
Maine Masque Theatre and money
donated by them is used for "costumes
and transportation costs when we go
on tour," Colbath said.
The Elephant Man will be presented
October 18-22 in Hauck Auditorium.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. with a 2 p.m.
matinee on Thursday. Tickets are on
sale now at the Hauck Auditorium
ticket office which is open 11-2
weekdays and from 6:30 until curtain
the nights of the show. Tickets for
individual shows are $4 for UMO
students and S5 for non-students-. A'
season book, good for all four Maine
Masque productions, is $1 1 for
students, $15 for non-students.
* *Police Blotter *
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer
Mary Larlee, of 331
Androscoggin Hall, and John
Sweeney, of 413 Cumberland
Hall were summoned Tuesday
for illegal possession of
marijuana. :The students were
spotted smoking the marijuana in
a car parked in Stewart
Commons parking lot. The
matter has been turned over to
the Conduct —Office--7-fig-
disciplinary action.
Sometime between Friday and
Tuesday, unknown persons threw
four rocks through four windows
in a tool shed behind the physical
plant. Damage was estimated at
THURSDAYS! 
Sombreros . . $1.00
All evening
D.J.'s spin Top Rock
Sounds for Dancing and
Listening!
Use the door by ate I-our:(am
• Broad Street ' wEsr
Downtown
Bangor MARKEr
DOWNUND
$25. A rock was thrown through
a window of one of the cabins
and graffiti was spraypainted on
the sides of the building. Damage
was estimated $25.
Diane Carter of 206
Androscoggin Hall reported the
loss of a gold men's ring with an
opal valued at $165. Carter
believes she lost the ring
somewhere between
Androscoggin and Hancock
Halls. Carter reported the ring
lost on Tuesday.
A tomato was thrown through
a window in 119 Aubert Hall
Tuesday. Dam-age-to the window
was estimated at $50.
r
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Penny Bohae
I Self-taught
Hypnosis
1
Call 866-5533 I
;-•11Mm., 4111111••• 4.1.41
TIE STABLE INN
"The Inn for all reasons"
For Reservations Call
(207) 989-3200
SHOW RING
THE STABLE INN
IRON KETTLE TAVERN
448 WILSON STREET
BREWER, MAINE 04412
U.S.A.
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Den's juke box gets
some new wave sounds
by Michael Davis
Staff Writer
The juke box in the Bear's Den is
playing a new tune. Courtesy of the
disc jockeys at WMEB, the box now
now contains 10 new-wave singles.
These bartenders of music have
made "punk" accessible to the Den's
wtorners -at 25 cents for Uwo shots.
The venture, 'which began Sept. 10,
has proven successful after its trial
period, said disc jockey Cecil Strange.
"We know that The Clash (Rockin' the
Casbah) is the most popular group in
the juke box now. When Ware ' s
nothing playing, the machine flashes
the number of the most popular
single.(#198 on the record list),"
Strange said.
The Canteen Company, owner of
the juke box, was approached with the
idea by disc jockey Russ Lutz. He
talked with a spokesperson Monday,
Sept. 6, delivered the records to
Canteen Wednesday and the discs
were installed that Friday.
"We don't make any money on it,"
Lutz said. "We didn't know how
receptive the Canteen people would
be. But they were very receptive."
"They offered us 20 slots (in the
juke box). But we were unsure how
the university community would take
to new-wave. So we decided on only
10 slots at the beginning," he said.
"One-third of the music in the juke
box is quite old. Not that it's bad. But
we want to expose people to new-wave
music."
The juke box also includes rock and
roll, rhythm and blues, folk and
country artists. There are 200 songs
or 100 singles in all.
The radio staff will change its record
selection monthly, depending on the
popularity of each single. The records
that are played most will stay:the
ones that aren't played as often will be
replaced.
Strange said the new record list had
not been determined yet. The staff
are waiting for the results of Can-
teen's Oct. 8 tabulation on the Bear's
Den machine.
Darell Blotting, a cook for Memorial
Union Food Service, said the new
wave records were the most played by
students at the Den. "1 was here
Friday when the man from Canteen
came here to change the records. And
all 10 experimental songs were on the
99 mark (in the record counter). That's
as high as the machine goes."
The 10 records selected by WMEB
are: Test Tube Babies by Classic
Nouveaux,Genius of Love by the
Tom Torn Club,Party out of Bounds by
the B-52's, TV Party by Black Flagg,
Working in a Coal Mine by Devo,
Hungry Like the Wolf by Duran
Duran,Take the L by the Motels), jp
the Dark by Magazine, Rockin' the
Casbah by the Clash, and John ('ale's
Mercenaries Ready for War.
Police dog will retire soon
by Matt Smith
Staff Writer
One of UMOPD's finest will be
forced to retire soon. Murphy, a five'
and half year old German shepherd
police dog, has a hip disorder and,
although the animal is not experience-
ing any pain or difficulty at present, he
will have to be retired soon, said
Robert Norman of the UMOPD.
"Only one in 10,000 shepherds are
not affected by the hip disorder caused
from eventual fatigue of the pelvic
socket joints." he said.
Norman said,the dog was trained for
agility, obedience and scent work.
"He is trained to apprehend assailants
on command by grabbing them with a
single bite and holding on until the
officer can catch up with him.
The dog has not needed to bite
anyone in the four years he has
worked on the campus, Norman said..
"He's helped us recover over $5,000
worth df stlen goods and he has
helped to find people hiding from us in
buildings and trees. His scent training
involves locating people and property.
Dogs that have the qualities needed to
be trained for narcotics and explosives
detections are very rare."
Murphy has to haye continued
training, said Norman. "Police dogs
must be trained throughout their
working life to maintain performance
and control, he said.
The dog isn't having any problems
right now and he gets regular
check-ups," said Norman.
Attention 2 year Orono or BCC
Students there will be tryouts
for BCC Basketball Team start-
ing Mon. Oct. 18 at 6:30. For
more info. call Dennis Martel 4.-
945-9104. 
WHAT ARE
"FUNFLOWERS"?
They're flowers
just for fun. By the
colorful bunch for you to
arrange and enjoy Put a little
fun in your life. Pick up a bunch
of -FUNFLOWERS" today or any
day this week at a special price that
adds to your fun. too!
Carnations
*3.99 a dozen
M A Clark
.46 Main Street
Downtown Orono
Emcees your thaqibts WM Special
Freosiered Trademark of Florets lansworki Delivery Ascoctate,
Den features weekend bands
by Bruce Clavette
Staff Writer
This semester, the Bear's
Den will now feature bands on
Saturday, Claire Lint, who sche-
dules the bands at the Den. said
Tuesday.
Lint, Memorial Union food
service manager, said "Randy
Hawks and the Overtones" will
play Saturday, Oct.30, at 3 p.m.
and "Montage" will play Satur-
day, Nov. 13, at 9 p.m.
She said having a band on
Saturday is a new idea for the
Den and if it works out more
bands will be booked for Satur-
days next semester.
Lint said she chooses bands
from a list °Mends that have
played at the Den in the past
and have gone over well.
"Take 'One Last Swing' for
example, they've been around
forever but the kids like them so
I'll keep bringing them in," she
said.
Lint also said se tries one or
two new bands a semester for
variety and any constructive
criticism or ideas about enter-
tainment at the Den is welcome.
The semester schedule for
bands is: The "OD'." Oct. 19,
29; "Montage", Oct. 27,28;
"Randy Hawks and the Over-
tones", Oct. 30; "Phil Reynolds
Review", Nov. 2,3; "Lower
East Side Band", Nov. 9.10;
"Montage". Nov. 13; "Rollins
Tyoe Band", Nov. 16,17; "Doc-
tor Hick Lick's Cucumber
Band", Nov. 30, Dec. 1; "The
Osbornes", Dec. 7,8; and "One
Last Swing". Dec. 15.
fiet
Winner of the 1980 International Multi-Image Festival Gold Medal.
HABAKKUK" is a 55 minute audio-visual event which examines the
meaning of history and the role of God in a world torn by violence.
HABAKKUK uses a battery of 26 computerized, projectors, a 50-foot
screen, lighting effects, and an original score to bring the message of
the prophet Habakkuk to our culture.
. -
"The world expects of Christians that they will raise their voices
....so loudly and clearly and formulae. their protest so that not even
the simplest man can have the slighte doubt about wIlat they
are saying. Further, the world expects of Christians thal they will
eschew all fuzzy abstractions and plant themselves squarely in
front of the bloody face of history. We stand in need of folk who
have determined to speak directly and unmistakably and come
what may, to stand by what they have said.
Albert Camus -
HABAKKUK IS HERE.
EXPERIENCE HABAKKUK.
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Clean the slate
Student Government is finally going to save us,
money.
After years Of-riot-tear policy, the membErs of
Student Government are finally setting up a
budgeting process which will eliminate waste, make
records carry over from year to year, and account for
every dollar being spent.
Jeff Mills and Jon Lindsay, the president and vice-
president respectively of Student Government are
working to inform the students how their money is
spent. In the past, there has been no good record
keeping process and Student Government wasn't re
even sure of their revenue.
The audit which Mills and Lindsay are planning is
going to cost up to $5,000, but it will save money in
the future because of the higher efficiency in
allocation. It will also prohibit waste, which is
something that every government agency should be
thinking of.
How the books got in the present state of disrepair
is a question which nobody seems to have the answer
to. However, that is not really important--what is
important is that the current administration is doing
something about it, and they've started the process
early enough in the year to see it through its
completion.
Student Government funds many different clubs
and organizations around campus, and with the new
F 
processes, each organization with a budget of more
than $5,000 will be audited. Also, the controls on
money given to organitatiolfs are-being tighteie-
and expense accounts will have to be kept
This is not really too much to ask of any
organization, considering that Student Government
is funding them. This is the only way in which the
administration can account for the money that is
being spent.
It is too bad that the United States government
isn't as interested in taking control of their finances
as is the government run by students at this
university. Waste in government has been a problem
for as long as there has been government. But not
many governments seem to realize that the only way
to cure the problem is to take the bull by the horns
and do something about it. Our student government
deserves credit for tackling this problem, even
though they could pawn it off onto the next
administration.
Unlike the federal government, Mills and Lindsay
are looking to make government run more efficiently
as a means of saving money instead of cutting
programs right and left and totally ignoring
bureaucratic waste like many state and federal
For reasons such as these, the university continues;
to be--and well should be--a leader in many fields.
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TOM BUR R ALL
Rare
commodities
Honesty and trust are slowly
becoming Fndangered commod-
ities. It stares me that these
two integral facets to human
well-being are dwindling the
way they are.
To find an honest person
today. I have to look hard. To
trust a person today, 1 find it
difficult. To find an honest
person who I can trust is a chore
that demands patient and per-
sistent searching.
When I can trust an honest
soul. I have found a friend to
-love and cherish forever. I have
a couple of handfuls of honest
souls I can trust today, but I
need more. Society needs more.
After I thought I had a
problem, I looked at' peopie and
society and found my answer.
Unemployment, money and
overpopulation give society its
biggest problems. Society is
losing honesty and trust.
My good friend, Isis, went to
a Bangor store last week and
could not write a check. She had
a Bangor checking account but
the store no longer accepts
checks. Why?
Isis locked her keys in her car,
but her coat hanger no longer
cured the problem. Her car had
knobless door locks. Why?
When Isis met me at the
airport, she had to empty her
pockets and walk through an
archway to be x-rayed. Why?
Isis went to the bank and a
camera was scanning the tellers
and clientele. Why?
Isis went to the five and dime
and there were tilted mirrors
labeled "not for sale" on the
walls. Why?
Isis went to the library to take
a book on loan and before she
could do so, the librarian ran the
book across a machine. When
Isis left the library she had to
walk over a sensing mechanism.
Why?
Isis went to purchase a rack of
beers and was asked for indenti-
fication. Why? Her New York
driver's license wasn't enough.
Why? A picture I.D. was
required. Why?
Isis biked downtown and had
to lock her wheels. Why?
Why? Because people lack
honesty. When people lack
honesty, others lack trust.
I am still pondering solutions
to our problem and have ser-
iously been considering one of
them.
I'll get myself a good dog, a
pen, a couple of journals and I'll
hit the woods. Give a hermit his
dog, his cabin, his woods and
his words, and you've given a
person all the honesty and trust
possible. Why? Because he's
away from people.;
Tom Burrall is a senior forestry
major, minoring in journalism
from Geneva, N.Y.
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Music
I.
Stray Cats howl
by Mike Bowden
The Stray Cats catch yourattention. Their appearance ismock-greaser": oversized DA
hairstyles piled high on their
heads and denim and leather outfits
---are-accented with heavy eye make-up,
jewelry and an abundance of tattoos.
Their look is "50's" and so are their
instruments. Vocalist Brian Setzer
plays an early model hollow-body
electric guitar, Nowlin' Lee Rocker
uses a big old stand-up bass, and Slim
Jim Phantom-keeps the beat with a
basic three-piece drumset.
But if it's their appearance that
catches your attention, it's their music
that keeps it. The Stray Cats are very
good. Built For Speed is a collection of
songs from their various UK releases,
and the result is something of a
"greatest hits" package. Yet this
"Best of..." approach does -not
guarantee a flawless album.
Side one kicks off with Rock this
Town, an excellent piece of rockabilly
that's listenable and enjoyable. In fact
it's great; capturing the spirit of a live
show complete with background howls
and skillfully placed off-notes, it's the
perfect opening song. The pace
doesn't let up on the next song, Built
For Speed, but the quality does ever
so little. It's .a good fun song though,
as is Rev It Up & Go. Both are carried
just fine, due largely to the group's
never-waning enthusiasm. The next
number is their slower-paced theme
"Pilotpensrvbu have lo hold
onto them with two hands?
1'.no
I make a deposit . this guy's making
a withdrawal-including my Pilot pen."
.It's4knost criminal how people go for my Pilot Finelrner Why'? tts
fine point writes through carbons And Pilot charges only 79c
for it People get their hands on it and forget it's my
pen I got no pen And no respect+
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Point too It writes with on extra
fine line Its metal collar helps
keep the point from going
squish For only 89c they
should buy their own pen
and show some respect for
mY1x0Perti
PILOT 
ne point matter pens
People take to a Pilot like it's their own
This Weeks Specials
*Coquille St. Jacque $8"
*Teriyaki Steak Tips $65°
AT THE 'HELM
Delicious Seafood, Steaks & Veal
Open 5-10 p.m.
.193 Broad St., Bangor 947-4356
-.—"m11,1"•
song Stray Cat Strut, which I'd call the
album's high point by some distance,
and it really is great stuff. Setzer
smugly proclaims: I'm flat broke but!
don't care/ I strut right by with my tail
in the air, and you can't help but
believe him entirely. With only the
most basic of instruments they rock
the better amount of today's super-
refined, synthesized, etc. music right
'out the window. Wish I could be so
carefree and wild/ But I got cat class
and! got cat style. More good rock on
Little Miss Prissy which showcases
Setzer's guitar-playing and gut-sing-
in i ability and Rumble in Brighton_
closes side one.
Side two has the Stray Cats
catching their second breath and
rolling into Runaway Boys, the albums
third exceptional song. Lee Rocker's
bass adds even more to this cut than it
does on Rock This Town. Lonely
Summer Nights features a bit of tenor
sax and provides the album's first and
only real break in pace. It's your
-
traditional circa 1950 love call, with all
the melodrama and tackiness you'd
expect. Double Talkin' Baby, You
Don't Believe Me. ond Jeannie,
Jeannie.Jeannie are three party-ori-
ented rockers that have the band in
top, form but offer no exceptional
catches. Baby Blue Eyet closes side
two with what I'd rate the album's
fourth exceptional song. It capsulizes
the Stray Cats' sound, and tends to fill
in any gaps left by the side's
"in-between" songs.
Built For Speed isn't a perfect
album, but its faults are part of what
makes it work. A band like the Stray
Cats shouldn't be presented as a big,
slick production. They're a rough-
edge band that plays rough-edge
music, and in this is their appeal. No
matter what kind of rock you like, from
"Top 40" to heavy metal to punk to
blitz or whatever the latest fad might
be, you should keep a copy of Built For
Speed around, if only as a reminder of
what real rock 'n' roll is all about.
THURS'D.J.& FRI. with sounds
and
lights
(no cover charge)
Sat.
Dr. Hicklicks
Cucumber Band
Rock and Roll
FREE
UMO Pizza Delivery
Daily from 5pm. on.
102 Park St.- At back door to UMO
866-4500 
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Film
Come to the
Tempest combines magic Maine Campus DanceSat. Oct. 30
and beauty of Greece at the Damn Yankee8 p.m.-1 a.m. $2.50
by Tom St. Amand
E verytime I go to a movie Iknow was filmed in GreeceI prepare myself for two
hour's of film footage that captures the
Eden-like beauty of the land.
There's something about the jagged
mountains, the tortuous yet ever
tempting coastline and the sky which
boasts of its myriad colors that brings
out the best in filmmakers.
As with The Greek Tycoon and
Summer Lovers, the cinematography
of Tempest did not let me down.
Tempest director Paul Mazursky's
newest addition to a collection of hits
(Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice, An
Unmarried Woman, etc.) pairs the
scenery of the Greek islands with a
storyline that "Tycoon" and
"Lovers" were iii ioi e rice‘lvf.
.. 
The story--actually hvb stories that
meet for a near-disastrous ending--
centers on the life of a man named
Phillip. Played by John Cassavates.
Phillip is the king of the high-tech
world. His talents are as prodigious as
his architecture and until a mid-life
Crisis robs him of his ambition, his
name is synonomous with greatness.
At the beginning of the film Phillip
is living on an island off the coast of
Greece and only his memories clue us
in to the man he was just 18 months
earlier.
Forced to flee first America. then
Greece with his daughter Miranda
(played by first-timer Molly
Ringwald), Phillip has been living on
this island for six months. Living with
him in this paradise are Miranda, a
woman named Aretha, and the
island's only native, Callibanos.
Aretha, with whom Phillip has been
enjoying a celibate relationship for six
months, is played with controlled
seductiveness by Susan Sarandon (no
intro necessary). After meeting
Aretha in an outdoor cafe and going
through the customary hellos and
recitings of life stories Phillip begins
to fall in love. ,
Aretha's affection toward Phillip is
soon tested when his estranged wife
Antonia (Cassavates' -real-life wife
Gena Rowlands) shows up in Greece
on the arm of Phillip's ex-boss,
gangster-millionaire Alfonso.
Alfonso is in Greece to demand the
return of Miranda to her mother.
Phillip, wishing to keep his daughter,
is forced to run once again. Aretha,
showing her true feelings, runs with
him.
An island off the coast becomes the
destination for freedom.
Up2n arrival_ on the island we are
introduced to the most interesting
character in the movie: Callibanos.
Played by Raul Julia, Callibanos is the
island's only inhabitant aside from a
herd of goats. His insanity is
unquestionable.
What impressed me most about Julia
was his ability to immerse himself
totally in - a _sha_ractyr such
unconventional personality. His
courting of one of the goats and his
attempted impersonation of a bush
were unforgettable and remind me only
of Tim Curry's audaciousness in his
portrayal of a loon as Frank N. Furter.
Days, then months pass as Phillip.
Miranda. and Aretha accustom them-
selves to their new surroundings. A
serenity creeps into their characters
until one day when a yacht is spotted
in the distance.
Through his prized telescope Phillip
discovers that its passengers include
none other than Alfonso and Antonia.
By calling a storm to come down upon
the hapless yacht and crew, Phillip
uncovers his reason for wanting to
remain in Greece: he is a god.
While Tempest is an exemplary
model of a film it is not perfect. Too
many times problems are solved too
easily. An argument the audience
believes will end only after much
yelling instead ends with only a
half-hearted agreement to change.
A complicated script is at hand and
perhaps the two-and-a-half hours
Tempest took was not enough time to
fittingly fill in all the soft spots. What
spots were filled in though make
Tempest a film worth the three or four
bucks to see.
Bar available with ID
The Hair
3 Mill Street, Orono
Girls cuts
$8.00
Iter'
Guy's cuts
$7.00
Tel. 866-4647 OPEN MON•- SAT
Tues., Wed., and Thurs. evenings by appointment
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W lk-ins Welcome
MONEY?!
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have two to three hour blocks of time to
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discuss details. We are located in the
Senior Skulls room, third floor of the
Union. 
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A light in Zion: Why the vision n(
The Israeli flag. (Steve Markowitz photo)
by Victor R. Hathaway
THE QUEST OF DESTINY HAS BEENcalled many things in the lexicon of human, civilization. The names change from era toera and from peoples to peoples.
The quest of the Jewish people to this ideal is one
of many eras, but only one people. They call it
Zionism.
"We Jews are one people," said Joel Bader,
University Service Department Representative of the
American Zionist Youth Foundation, and former
president of UMO Hillel. "We may have many
opinions, but we have something in common: we all
have a common destiny that has always brought our
people together through the worst of tragedies."
This destiny is not peculiar to the Jewish people,
but is perhaps epitomized in them, for it has always
been the most elusive to them. One of the most
stirring expressions of that quest _is the Israeli
national anthem, Hatikva, ("The Hope"):
As long as a Jewish heart beats
And as long as Jewish eyes look eastwards
•4
Then our two-thousand-year hope
To be a free nation in Zion
Is not dead.
That hope was realized in 1948, when the State of
Israel was created, and admitted to the United
Nations the following year. But the hope is more
than a nationalist dream; it is the modern realization
of the age-old dream to be free, Bader said. It spans
more than five millcnia of history and is intertwined
with the Jewish faith and culture.
"-It is not exactly a new idea," said Jason
Goodfriend, religious coordinator of Hillel. "Jews
have been living in Palestine for hundreds of years.
There has never been a time when there were no Jews
living in Palestine. And (among exiles), on
everybody's prayers was the saying `Next year in
Jerusalem.' That's a Passover custom to say
that—and also at other times. It's ingrained in our
religion."
Zionism takes its name from a hill in Jerusalem,
called Zion, where David, after uniting the tribes of
Israel and the northern and southern kingdoms of
Israel and Judah, founded his capital city there
around 1,000 B.C. David was only the second secular
ruler of the Jewish people, and ilic consolidation of
the disjointed tribal factions was the work of both
military and diplomatic genius.
But even more significant was the work of David's
son, Solomon. Solomon expanded the military power
he inherited from his father into an economic might,
and with the wealth he acquired, built a magnificent
temple. This was not a mere gaudy show of wealth; it
became a symbol of the Jewish faith.
The intensity of that symbolism was heightened a
•
few years later in the early 600s B.C. under King
Joash. Although the Jews since Abraham had
believed in one God, they had been many times
subjected to the rule of the polytheistic peoples
around them, and many times were led off into far
countries as slaves. They were often forced to
worship the gods of those countries, though some
resisted and paid with their lives.
Joash saw that some of his people still clung
emotionally to the foreign gods and the superstitious
belief that wherever one set up an altar, the god of
the region dwelt in it. So Joash decreed that there
would be only one altar, one sanctuary of God, one
• temple in which God could be worshipped; all others
were destroyed. Joash reinforced the belief in one
God with the institution of one temple. -
Jerusalem has been attacked and conquered
countless numbers of times since Solomon built the
temple. The temple itself was destroyed twice, and to
this day only a single wall of it remains.
But even as the temple lay in ruins and the Jews
were dragged into slavery in lands as far away as
Babylon (present-day Iraq), they never forgot Zion.
It is referred to more than 200 times in the Psalms
and the writings of the prophets as the sanctuary of
God, and the Jewish people were admonished to
never forget nor give up the hope that someday they
would return to Zion.
The final independent Jewish state was destroyed
in the-dusk of the Roman Empire.
"Most people have heard about the battle of
Masada," Goodfriend said, "in which the Jews weredefending their land against the Rocrian armies. But
that wasn't the last battle. There was a fiercer battle,between 132 and 135 A.D., when the Jews again rose
up against the conquerors of Israel, but they were
defeated. After that, many Jews were scattered,
exiled to many parts of the world."
Many also stayed, but Jewish sovereignity was lost
for the following 2,000 years. During that time,
Palestine was the battleground of the armies of
Europe and near Asia. The once rich, arable land was
trampled to dust by transient nomads, ruined by
overgrazing, overcutting of forests, and creation of
swamps.
In 1867, Mark Twain visited the "land of milk and
honey" and described it as "the waste of a limitless
desolation. Palestine sits in sackcloth and ashes.
Over it broods the spell of a curse that has withered
its fields and fettered its energies. The glory of Israel
is gone...Palestine is desolate and unlovely."
At that time, Palestine was controlled by the
Turkish Ottoman Empire. Palestine's sparse
population of Jews, Arabs, and Bedouin nomads
were all but ignored by the Ottoman government.
Meanwhile in Europe, Zion was not forgotten.
Jewish children were still taught the prayers ofJudaism in Hebrew, and still kept the customs oftheir ancesjors. Zion was to them a land they had
•
_
never seen but yet immediately knpv. Th
their longing for Zion was fueled by the .
their absence from it.
Another factor was their condition in
While some Jews had managed to do quin
themselves, others, particularly those it
Europe, were confined to ghettoes or not
into the mainstream society, or both. And i
1800s, a rising wave of antisemitism forced
flee to Palestine. And others, though not
direct persecution, wanted to leave the squa
ghettoes to farm and work the land as their
had.
"They found a mostly uninhabited lai
Goodfriend, "a very small population in
There were swamps everywhere, and the Je
in areas where nobody lived. And they dr
swamps after much hard work. Tel Aviv
time capital of Israel) was settled on a dese
dune." Few cared much about the trickle
farmer and artisan immigrants, and fev
Palestine even knew about them.
Even had they known, few would have
dreams the Jews had there seriously. .
nomads there doubted they could do what
set out to do.
"The Arabs said, 'You can have the Ian
good for farming, no good for grazing. If
smart, you'd leave here because you're on13
die here.' But the Jews drained the swamps,
the land, and made a garden bloom in the d
is the same land, now again rich, that the A.
back, Bader said.
Back in Europe, idealists and visiona
forging a political and nationalistic vt
Zionism.
Among them was Austrian journalist
Herz!. Herzl, in his youth had 1
"assimilationist," believing that Jew!
consider themselves full and equal citizei
countries and cultures they lived in. But Ix
recognized the rampant antisemitism in Eu
urged that the high ideals Jews had sing
times aspired to would be unreachable
Jewish state.
Herzl died in 1904, only a few years short
his dream begin to take form. After Palest
British control, Herzl's group secured from
1917 the Balfour Declaration, a document
British support for a Jewish homeland in
And five years later, the League of nation
the document into Britain's mandate over P
By this time, Jewish settlements hal
foundation and were beginning to
productive.
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"Intetestingly enough," Goodfriend said, "the
Arab population of Palestine began to increase,
because the Jews provided economic recovery for
Palestine for the first time in many years, and the
Arabs flocked to get jobs. So many people who are
today called Palestinians are, in fact, not even from
Palestine at all. They're very recent immigrants who
came to rind jobs."
Zionism' is:
. the modern expression of the ancient Jewish
heritage.
. the national liberation movement of a people exiled
from its historic homeland and dispersed among the
nations of the world.
. the redemption of an ancient nation from a tragic
lot and the redemption of a land neglected for
centuries.
. the revival of an ancient language and culture, in
which the vision of universal peace has been a central
theme.
. the embodiment of a unique pioneering spirit, of
the dignity of labor, and of enduring human values.
. creating a society, however imperfect it may still be,
which tries to implement the highest ideals of
democracy-politicat, social -and cultural—for all the
inhabitants of Israel, irrespective of religious belief,
race or sex.
. in sum, the constant and unrelenting effort to
realize the national and universal vision of the
prophets of Israel.
Yigal Allon at U.N. General Assembly, 1975
For a while, Jews and Arabs prospered together in
the newly-formed economy. But as the Jewish
population began to rise, the Arabs became hostile.
"As time went on, the Arabs began to attack the
settlements. While the Jews were developing a
responsible government in the area, the Palestinian
people were deprived of a good leadership. That's
one of the tragedies of the whole situation. If they
had just had responsible leadership, they would have
had a state by now for many years.
"But they refused to sit down and talk honestly,
and to reach a compromise, to realize that there were
two people who had a legitimate claim to the
land—and there still is today. But they said, in effect,
.`140, there is Only one people who have a right to this
area: only the Arabs," Goodfriend said.
-"And that's the crux of the Whole problem,"
Bader said. "Chaim Weizmann said that the problem
in that region is a dispute between two rights: Jewish
rights to Zion, and the Palestine right to a homeland.
But what complicates the issue is that the Jews have a
responsible, democratic government, but the
Palestinians have factions that claim to represent the
masses."
Over the course of the next two decades, it became
apparent that a single state for both groups would
not work out. If both Jews and Arabs each had a part
of Palestine to call their own, it was believed, they
would live in peace in the region. So the United
Nations in 1947 partitioned Palestine, giving Israel
the area west of the Jordan River and Dead Sea, and
Arabs the area on the east side, what is today the
country of Jordan.
The. land was not evenly divided; the Jews got
approkmately one-quarter, and the Arabs the.rest.
Even so, the Jews readilly accepted the plan, but the
Arabs as readily rejected it. And on May 15, 1948,
only hours after Israel officially became a sovereign
state, six Arab nations attacked it.
"This will be a war of extermination," Azzam
Pasha, Secretary General of the Arab League
proclaimed of the invasion in which the Arabs
expected to push the Jews into the sea. "A
momentous massacre which will be spoken of like the
-Mongolian massacres and the Crusades." 
The hostility continued.
(see Zionist page 12)
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PIZZA BUCKS
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO TWO DOLLARS OFF THE
Ilut• Restaurant inilresent this "pizza buck" at an Py. IMA
REGULAR MENU PRICE OF ANY LARGE PIZZA. $
• Maine and get a Super Savings on a Pizza. -
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Luncheon Special: 11:30 - 1:30 every weekday.
All the Pizza, Pasta, Garlic Bread and Salad
you- can eat only 53.59
Store Hours, Mon.- Thur. open 1 p.m.
Fri.- Sat: open tiU 1:00
Sun open till 11:00 pm.
JSENIORSIt's time!! 
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Philomena Baker of Baker
Studios in Hampden will be on -
campus Oct. 18th 22nd
 to
photograph Seniors for the 1983
PRISM Yearbook. This is offered
to you at NO CHARGE! You will
recieve approximately 6-10 proofs
from which to select one for the yearbook. All
proofs must be returned to Baker Studios. Sign up
for an appointment in the Senior Skulls room, 3-rd
floor of the Union. You must select a day and time*
before you can be photographed. Remembel„you
are under no obligation but your portraits would
make great Christmas Gifts. Don't miss out on this
freebee, sign up today!
WIN *500*!
Create a
Theme and/or Logo—
for
Bangor
*Win $500- to be spent in a
shopping spree in Downtown Bangor.
Create a theme or logo promoting
0 the New Bangor Center... the soon-
to- be revitalized downtown Bangor.0 pcadline- Nov.5, 1982
Pick up your official entry blank at
the Journalism department
107 Cord Half
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Kayaking:
*or
—
Ocean voyagers are
enjoying a rebirth •
S. Teo . kayaking champion Eric Evans (foreground) demonstrates wave-surfing techniques toa participant at Sea Kayaking Symposium '82, held recently in Walpole, Maine. More than 250 oceankayakers from Maine to New Zealand attended the event, the first of its kind. (Ben Magro photo)
by David Getchell
WHAT's ABOUT 2-6 FEET LONG, TWOfeet wide, powered by one person with atwo-bladed paddle, and is one of the quietestyet most seaworthy vessels ever built?
It's a sea kayak -- a slender, decked-over craft that
  
lacicasing numbers of self-propelled ocean travelers
are calling "the ultimate small boat." Originally
designed by Eskimos for hunting and transport along
the coast of their Arctic homeland, ,sea kayaks are
making a modern comeback.
But these days, kayakers hunt seals and seabirdsfor photographs instead of food; their island-hopping and camping now is purely for recreation
rather than need.
Whether gliding silently through sheltered coves or
surfing down open-ocean waves, the boats and
techniques for sea kayaking date back to ancient
Eskimo times. Present day paddlers are rediscoveringthe same skills and updated versions of those ultra-
seaworthy small craft. In fact, over 250 people didjust that when tiley attended "Sea Kayaking
Symposium '82," held on the tidal Damariscotta
River in Walpole, Maine.
The Symposium was a two-and-a-half day series of
sea kayaking lectures, workshops, on-water
demonstrations and guided trips by kayak.
Sponsored by canoe magazine, L.L. Bean, Inc., and
ANORAK (Association of North Atlantic Kayakers),it was designed to help canoe and kayak paddlers
explore all the saltwater paddling alternatives.
And explore they did. Some participants had neverbeen in a kayak before. Others had paddled
extensively on lakes and rivers, but were new to
ocean travel. A few had their own sea kayaks; one
British visitor had even paddled his boat around
 Cape Horn! All took advantage of the over 40
demonstrater boats on-hand for test-paddling. Not
surprising, participants were captivated by sea
kayaking's infectious appeal.
Most importantly, the paddlers attending the
Symposium found answers to questions like what is a
sea kayak? What's it made of? How does it differ
from a canoe or river kayak? Why don't ocean waves s
just swamp such a tiny vessel immediately? What t
happens if you tip over? How far can you go,
can you take camping gear along? The answers are
reassuring and explain why the sport is gaining
popularity.
Sea kayaks are slender1 oneverson boats (though  
some models will carry two) designed to slice
through the water with a minimum of effort.
Propelled by double-bladed paddles, these human-
powered boats are fully decked over so that breaking
waves just wash away harmlessly. Their low-profile
hulls shed the wind as well.
The paddler sits in a small cockpit centered in the
boat, where a detachable neoprene rubber spray shirt
forms a watertight seal between the paddler's torso
and the cockpit rim. His legs stretch out to
footbraces under the forward deck, _and thigh braces
often provide still more support for maneuvering.
Indeed, kayakers often speak of "wearing" their
boats.
Sea kayaks differ from their river-running cousins
in several ways. River kayaks have rounded, rocker-
shaped bottoms for maximum maneuverability. They
can pivot instantly to avoid obstacles in whitewater,
but are nearly impossible to paddle in a straight line
on flatwater, especially in crosswinds. Ocean kayaks
have relatively long, flat bottoms for easy straight
line travel; some have retractable rudders for
additional control in tricky currents or crosswinds.
Best suited for covering lots of unpredictable rough
open water with a minimum of effort, sea kayaks
will run straight and true under difficult conditions,
the kind that would spin river kayaks in helpless
circles. 
-
--Sea kayfl1ia7ë harrEvr cuffing bows 10- slice
cleanly through choppy seas, while their flaring hulls
provide plenty of buoyancy (lift) when penetrating
those waves. The combination of cutting through
and then bobbing up is the sea kayak's secret to
seaworhtiness; where a powerboat might fight a
rough sea, pounding and smashing along, a sea
kayak will just dance its way through, rising and
falling in harmony with the waves, completely at
home. (see Kayakers, page 12)
There were nearly 100 sea kayaks available for test-paddling at the Symposium: Here, sea kayakingenthusiasts examine part of the fleet during a coffee break between seminars. (Ben Magro photo)
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The Arts
Spectra 2
Modern dance performance
found wanting
-by Line Pelletier
with
pectra 2, the month-long cele-
bration Of Maine women in the
arts continued this weekend
a modern dance perform-
ance, held Friday night in Hauck
Auditorium.
The Bates College Modern Dance
"Freedom", was enjoyable to watch
as five women moved together
through a well-known piece of music
by Emerson, Lake and Palmer. But it
seemed they were not all strong
enough for the movements they
chose--this was evidenced by a couple
of pairs of shaky legs. In Three Coolie
Boys(piano music by Lucious Homer),
the three dancers seemed to be having
a good time as they ran around the
stage in conical hats and short tunics.
Along with their running and leaping
about came an excess of small hand
and foot gestures which were annoy-
ing to watch. Tension permeated
Womon-an;!! created- onstagv motion
of rejection and loneliness between
three different people. Yet it wasn't
clear who thq characters portrayed.
Were two of them women lovers and
one a friend, or were they each
autonomous, contacting only occa-
sionally?
Jennifer Trowbridge, a dance
teacher at UMO, radiated strength in a
fluid, beautiful piece entitled Wu Wei.
Performed by C. M. Wentzel and
Janetha Benson, Me was sincere and
warm. One person attempts to awake
the spirit of movement and expression
in another. She persists, seeming to
say, "hello in there, come out!"
Though on completely different levels,
they communicate, if only for
moments, dancing through the space
together. The kindness she expressed
towards a person totally alienated from
her environment was touching.
For the final portion of the program,
Alma Yoray performed her own fairy
tale Frost Heave. Within it she created
many images, among them a duck, a
turtle and a bell buoy (using two large,
rusty cow bells and a concave disc
rocking beneath her feet). The latter
two were quite humorous and
effectively conveyed. Difficult to
understand, however, was how the
different images interconnected.
Occasionally she would speak or recite
a poem, yet this did not help clarify
matters. :Her movehtets were stiong,
which is important in a dance piece,
but they had no continuity. At one
point, the dancer twirled around
holding a chain with a cymbal attached
at the end. In the complete silence of
the room, she allowed the cymbal to
crash repeatedly against the floor
creating a sound as disturbing as a
blaring alarm clock at six a.m. Her
nonsensical words, spoken or sung at
Jennifer Trowbridge, a dance teacher at UMO, danced Friday night.
(David Lloyd-Rees photo)
Her movements reflected this as much
of the dance was done in 2nd position
(a wide, diick-footed position, bent at
the knees, difficult to maintain for
long), Wand with her back deeply
arched.
Her flowing skirt was used to create
a variety of images: wrapped around
her body; like a moth with wings
folded; OT over her head and held at the
chin like the long scarf of a peasant
woman from another 'country. The
accompanying oriental music was
soothing to the senses.
different tempos throughout the
performance, evoked the same feelings
of confused surprise. There was no
observable reason as to why Ms. Yoray
did this.
Looking forward -to this
performance for over a week, I
managed to get the night off from
work, assuming the decrease in pay
would be worth ft for me as a student
of dance. It wasn't; this writer left
feeling confused, having experienced
only mowents of what can be called
inspirati6n.
UNIVERSITY 
CINEMAS STILLWATER AVE.OLD TOWN
Student Discounts Available 827-3850
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Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the fall
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Graduate Center
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Zionist quest
(cont. from page 9
"The Arab attitudes toward Israel
have changed over the years," Bader
said. "But I'm afraid they've gotten
worse."
Nine days before the beginning of
the Six-Day War in 1967, President
Nasser of Egypt announced, "Our
basic objective is the destruction of
Israel."
"Now, the Palestinians have said
they want peace in the region," Bader
said. "It's nice to say you want peace.
But when the leaders say they want
conditional peace, it gets dangerous.
This is what they mean by conditional
peace: 'Peace for us means the
destruction of Israel. We are preparing
for an all-out war, a war which will last
for generations. Since January, 1965,
when Fatah was born, we have become
the most dangerous enemy that Israel
has ever faced. We shall not rest until
the day we return to our home and we
destroy Israel,' -Yasir Arafat, PLO
chairman, in Venezuela, 1980."
But the war the PLO has fought is
against civilians: In 1978, 11 PLO
terrorists landed on a beach in Israel,
hijacked a bus and from it fired
indiscriminately a t passing cars, rode
the bus to a roadblock near Tel Aviv
and blew it up, killing 35 that day; in
1974, terrorists killed 16 schoolchildren
in Maalot. Non-existent are attacks by
PLO terrorists upon the military who
can shoot back, Bader said.
"These are the tactics of El Farah,
the dominant group of the PLO, which
Arafat heads, the group that claims to
represent the Palestinian people. But
'El Fatah is a faction, not a legitimate
government. Until the Palestinians get
a legitimate government, we can't
negotiate, and a sovereign Palestinian
state cannot be established," Bader
said.
Both Bader and Goodfriend said
that until the Palestinians get a
national homeland there will be no
peace in the region.
Both Bader and Goodfriend, who
have spent time in Israel, said many
Jews there live with an apprehension of
the uncertainty of the future. They said
that some have difficulty with planning
their lives on a long-term basis. This
state of mind is easy to understand in a
country where any pile of garbage--an
abandoned stack of old magazines--
may conceal a bomb, or where
terrorists may wantonly attack at any
moment.
That is exactly the effect the PLO
wants: to weaken its enemy's morale
and win a war of attrition. But this war
wil be tougher than it might other wise
have been, because its enemies are Jews
who have been fighting this war for
thousands of years.
Whether or not one is Jewish, it is
hard not to find in the Zionist struggle
the epitome of everyman's struggle to
be free and follow his own star. While
dreams in themselves may be
insubstantial things, the resolution to
pursue them against all odds is as
tangible as anything in this world can
be that is worth having.
The ancient enemies of Zionism who
sought to exterminate the
Jews—Egyptian, Baylonian, Greek,-
Roman—have vanished like dew in
history's morning, leaving as their
marks silent ruins crumbling into sand.
The words of Hatikva still apply—even
though the Jews have at last regained
the land of their fathers—because
dreams of destiny endure longer than
dominions of dust.
HEINEKEN NIGHTt
Thursday
Heineken for just S1.00
at the Bounty Taverne
Holiday Inn,Main St.,Bangor
..... f • .....
485 Stillwater Ave.evisViV9kZd4 Worist
Old Town 827-7721
COUPON SPECIAL
ROSES Multi Color 69` a piece 87.99 a doz.
CARNATIONS
We deliver *
35` a piece 82.99 a doz.
10% discount on any --;
:Dried or Silk arrangement
(
L&
Market
19 Mill St., Orono
1
The little guy
Busch Beer
bar bottles $7.99
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Gallo Wine ir
1.5 liter $3.19-1:
tries harder
ood for one
f ee for game at
Underground
Games
_ MO1 $t, Orono
Limit one per customer
Expires 10/17/82 
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Do's will perform music from around the world Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 8p.m.
Sea kayakers
(coot. from page 10)
•
The sea kayakers at the Symposium
disctovered some Eskimo practices they
can overlook today. For instance,
eskimos built their boats from the only
materials readily available in a harsh
Arctic environment; they constructed
frames from driftwood or animal
bone, and stretched animal skins over
those. The hides were waterproofed
with an evil-smelling coat of melted
fat, but even then, they tended to
become waterlogged. The fragile skin
boats had to be hung up on drying
racks after just a few days afloat, too.
Today's sea kayaker doesn't have to
worry much about the durability or
watertight integrity (or smell) of his
boat; Sophisticated polymer resins and
fiberglass cloth or kevlar aramid fibers
replace the animal skins. The resulting
plastic hull is so stiff and rugged that
internal bracing is rarely needed.
With no need for space-consuming
interal bracing, there's plenty of room
left inside a sea kayak for camping
gear. Most will carry a week's worth of
food and equipment (100 pounds or
so), and -even more if you choose
frugally and pack the gear carefully.
Watertight bulkheads often divide the
hull into separate compartments which
offer dry cargo storage and emergency
flotation.
A competent sea kayaker in
reasonably good physical condition
can cover 20 or even 30 miles a day.
depending on weather conditions.
Because sea kayaks paddle so easily,
even neophytes can handle ten-mile
trips; often the problem with sea
kayaking is not one of having too
many miles to-travel, but not traveling
-enough miles---because there are so
many fascinating distractrions . . .
there's always another intriguing cove
to explore, or an inlet or a point
beckoning.
There's a feeling of freedom, of
slipping along through wind and waves
under your own power that's incurably
eatisfying. Watch the seals sun
themselves on a half-tide ledge; listen
to a haggling colony of seabirds; spend
the night on a wind-swept island.
iiqPIAPIAAAPitriAAPIAAAAIQAAAOPIAAPPARIr
EVERYBODY'S SANDWICH
p-m-1annOP r, p
levv‘tswwm -
Wain St. Orono 866-2400
VeII i-Nr 
i""k
44:4)
otttve— 4°,.,
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Good reviews
for HABAKKUK
To the editor:
It has come to my
attention that the gold
medal award-winning
multi-media presentation
"Habakkuk" is scheduled
for the Pit and 101
English/Math Lecture Hall
on October 12-15.
In an era of increasing
resource shortages, a
nuclear arms race in which
every dollar spent decreases
our security, and an
economic system built on
rapacious consumerism, it
is no longer the religious
fringe that is crying out that
the Creator of the universe
desires for us to change our
hearts.
As you all know,
economic injustice is
already standing under
judgement in our world. If
you, as I struggle with our
responsibility in the
unfolding of the third
revolution of our
history—this one to bring
about the stewardship of
resources and
relationships—then you will
appreciate the compelling
and life changing message
of "Habakkuk."
I recently indicated to my
staff people that if they had
not yet solidified their own
philosophical and
theological underpinnings
for facing life in this
challenging world, then
now is the time to do so.
Because of my particular
view on the challenges of
our world, it is not
inappropriate for me boldly
to encourage each of you
there at the University of
Maine to do the saine.
The Lord is speaking in
new ways in our day. He
loves us. He has
communicated to us clearly
through His prophets and
His Son, and He desires
that we serve Him and His
kingdom.
I can give you my
personal assurances that
"Habakkuk" will inspire
and encourage you.
Sincerely,
Mark. 0. Hatfield
United States Senate
Counseling Center adopts new method
To the editor:
Each year the Counsel-
ing Center experiences a
large number of students
who come in a few days,,
before pre-registration
seeking help in choosing a
major. Our usual proce-
dures for vocational coun-
seling involve an intake
appointment, an interest
test which takes about two
weeks to administer and
score, and an appoint-
ment with a counselor for
interpretation. This. pro
cedure puts a great bur-
den on our staff and Often
does not provide the
information the student
needs for pre-registra-
tion. In an attempt to
correct this problem we
are tryin-g a new proce-
dure this fall.
From now through Fri-
day, Oct. 22nd, any stu-
dent seeking help with
vocational choice may
come to the Counseling
Center 'offices at Fernald
Hall or the Cutler Health
Center and take the
Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory without having
an intake interview.
Group interpretations will
be done during the week
before pre-registration.
Following the group in-
terpretation there will be
On a Tmore serious note •••
To the editor:
I would like to address
the "issue" raised by
Roger Bodenson in his
response titled "People
are just too serious".
First of all, on a per-
sonal note, I would like to
congratulate Mr. Boden-
son on his excellent per-
ceptions of what College
Life is all about (eg.
"flashing moons",
"squirt-gun fights with
loaded pistols of beer and
perfume"). Were 1 Mr..
Bodenson I would surely_ _
attach a copy of these
Newman Club forms
on campus
To the editor:
We would like to invite
all_ undergraduate and
graduate students to an
informational gathering
and movie sponsored by the
newly_ -formed Newman
Club. The activity starts at
2 p.m. Sunday Qctober
17th with nominations for
officers and a dkeussion of
BLOOM COUNTY
11.01 PIP fr! jAm6,5
1WYLE45W wfirr,5
1116 feEPPY.41
10 at. 114114P rr!
CAMINO !
future activities, and will
be held in the Peabody
Lounge in the Memorial
Union. We hope to see you
there.
•
Peter DeBruin and mem-
bers of the club 123
Aroostook Hall 581-7211
RICK! VArr5 Efklig)
Varr5 OiL
BUINP wawa!
NERPHItV
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perceptions to every re-
sume and job application I
sent out as I approached
graduation. There are
certainly innumerable
employers out there
searching for such high-
minded attitudes.
But now, to touch on
the subject of academic
atmosphere at UMO there
are several points which
should be made.
Initially, there have
been no policy changes at
UMO but only an increas-
ing awareness of existing
policies which, inciden-
tally, has been prompted
by the appeals of con-
cerned students and par-
ents (who pay for your
education , Mr.
Bodenson?).
In addition, the "rules"
governing dormitory stu-
dents are extremely toler-
ant compared with the
standards enforced
in society as a whole. As
an example, how many 20
year olds "shine moons"
or have "squirt-gun
fights" other than those
"youthful" zealots of the
dormitories who can find
no better way to draw
attention to themselves?
In summary then, Resi-
dential Life policy seeks to
an opportunity for brief
individual discussions
with a counselor. Stu-
dents who need additional
individual discussions
may then schedule coun-
seling sessions in accord
-ance wit“ur usual pro-
cedures
I urge any student who
is unsure of his/her
choice of a major to take
advantage of this proce-
dure.
Sincerely,
Charles 0. Grant, Ph.D.
Director
promote responsibility
and maturity, and to
create a learning envi-
ronment for UMO stu-
dents. Residential Life
offers students the oppor-
tunity to live in an ac-
ademic environment pro-
vided they live up to the
commitments they have
made by signing a room
contract.
An option always avail-
able to "less serious
students" opposed to this
"authoritative structure"
is to not live in the dorms
with those of us who take
our education seriously
(I'm reminded of a half-
dozen guys I know who
were all at one time or
another kicked out of a
dorm. They got an
apartment together and
ended up being evicted
before the second week-
end of the semester.
One final note to my
fellow "serious" students
. When dealing with
students of Mr. Boden-
son's character always
remember: "As you go
through life seek and pick
the roses and let the horse
manure accumulate by
itself!!!".
by Berke Breathed
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 Sports
Intramural participants "bang
heads" on athletic fields
by Don Lewis
Staff Writer
Intramural season is well underway
at UMO, and students from a11 over
the campus have been banging heads
on the athletic fields for well over a
month.
Recreational Sports Director Dave
Ames and his staff has lined up a fine
season of intramural activitiy with
sports suited for a wide variety of
talents from football to water polo. A
few of these sports have finished their
seasons already, and it is now time to
annouce a few champions.
Intramural one-hand touch. football
ended last Sunday. In the dormitory
division, the Aroostook 69ers stormed
past the Somerset Rockheads, 36-6, in
a game that was much better than the
score indicates. A week earlier, the
fraternity champs were unveiled as
Phi Eta Kappa defeated Beta Theta Pi,
In .the women's flag football divi-
sion, the 4 North hartbreakers dodged
the Cumberland Defenders (defending
champs for the past two years) last
Sunday in an aerial -showdown that
would have impressed even Dan Fouts
and The Chargers. The final score was
26-12.
Fraternity golf wound down to a
close on October 4. with Beta Theta Pi
emerging as the champions. They
acquired a team total (consisting of the
four top scores on the team) of 346.
Second place was awarded to Lambda
Chi Alpha with 353, and third was Phi
Eta Kappa with 363. The leading
scorers were Dap Pelke from Lambda
Chi Alpha and Mike O'Neil from Beta
Theta Pi, both closing with 84.
On October 5, Hammond's Heroes
of Cumberland Hall defeated York
Village's IBJ's for the coed softball
championship.
A different type of event was held in
the streets, running trails, and waters
of UMO last Sunday. The .1982
Triathalon was won by the General
Public number one team (consisting of
faculty children) with an impressive
time of 41:12.
The triathalon consists of 31/2
 miles
of running, I 1/2
 miles of canoeing, and
another 3'/2 miles of bicycling.
Teams could register as fret teams,
dorm teams, general public teams
(from the off-campus area), indepen-
dent teams, or even as individuals,
who must complete the entire course
___ 
alone. -
This year's individual winner,
repeating his performance of last year,
was David Roberts, seventh overall
with a time of 46:04. Two years ago
Roberts was the overall winner.
Goalie David Isarrise sprawls after this ball but fails to stop a penalty kick-
which was the game winner for Bowdoin, 2-0. (Paul Tukey photo)
Bowdoin kicks past Black
Bear soccer squad, 2-0
• _
Bowdoin Coach Charlie Butt said,by Peter Weed 
"neither team played well in the
- 
Staff Writer 
game." He also said each team had few
real chances to score.
The Bowdoin College soccer team He felt his team was forced back • ----
scored two goals in the first half to
defeat UMO by a score of 2-0
Wednesday afternoon in Orono.
The win was Bowdoin's second in a
row upping its record to 2-4-2. Maine's
record now stands at 2-6-2.
more on defense 1111 the second half -
because of Maine pressure.
Before Bowdoin opened the scoring
they hit two shots off the Maine goal
Post. (see Soccer on page 15)
"The Kam" serves up aces in volleyball and school'
by Roland Morin
Staff Writer
With the passing of the 1982
volleyball season into the record
books, UMO fans will also
observe the final efforts of one
of its most talented stars, 5'7"
senior setter Linda Kaczor.
"The Kacz", whose feather-
soft sets and physically punishing
serves have bewildered opponents
for three years, will be playing
out the last of her eligibility this
year.
The quiet, intelligent East
Syracuse, N.Y. native is double-
majoring in psychology and
philosophy and will be back next
year to take classes to complete
her requirements, but will be
confined to watching the gantes
on the sidelines. She hopes to
attend graduate school in sports
psychology.
She holds a 3.2 overall grade
point average and a 4.0 in
psychology. Her plans for the
future are divided between
working in the sports psycho-
logy field or perhaps teaching
psychology in a university.
Known by many nicknames
such as "the Polish princess,"
she is an impatient tyrant by her
own admission; Earl, after Earl
Campbell. a dig aimed at the
size of her thighs; and Skippy
for her love of peanut butter,
she takes it all in stride.
Posing a quiet, easy-going
nature, she paradoxically
thrives on the heat of a tight
game and will put up a perfect
set for a teammate to spike or a
whisthng serve to set the
opposition's defense back on its
heels with little difficulty.
Kaczor first played volleyball
in grade school in gym class as
her school did not have organ-
ized sports before the high school
level. Once at that level, she 
went all out, starring in no less
than four sports at Ville-DeWitt
High School in East Syracuse
Linda Kaczor
including soccer, basketball,
softball and volleyball.
At the end of her senior year,
Kaczor applied to six colleges on
the East Coast and Midwest but
finally decided to attend UMO.
In 1979, her first year here,
she was a part of the state
champion volleyball team, albeit
used sparingly. On the exper-
ience-laden squad of that year,
she played behind two other
setters She also played in
soft 11 that year but abstained
fro1 further competition in the
sport to alleviate the strain on
her studies.
Since that first year. she has
improved dramatically, ad-
vancing to become the number
one setter on the team.
Eleven-year coach Janet An-
derson remarked on Kaczor's
contribution to the team, "In
the first year. Linda was used
sparingly, playing behind two
more experienced setters. After
that, we used her mostly as a
hitter. She's improved her
back row playing and passing.
She's a complete player. Her
serving and spiking make her a
double threat. This is her first
year as a setter and she is doing
very well. She is an all-around
player and top competitor. I
know I can always depend on
her."
"In volleyball, the setter is
the 'signal-caller,' the person
who regulates play. Without
the setter you don't have an
offense," Kacz said of the
intricacies of the position.
"Each player has her own
set," she said. "for example
there's a Pam set (teammate
and co-captain Pam Desroches),
a Heather (Khan) set, and a
Kellyarin (Linn) set."
Coach Anderson feels that
Linda has a pair of The softest
hands on the team; referring to
her touch in setting the ball.
Elected a co-captain this
season, Kaczor has felt that the
experience has helped her „-
achieve the ability to handle
responsibility and grasp a better
understanding of her team-
mates. She feels that she can
rise to the occasion.
She expressed her outlook for
the season:
"We have a good chance, but
Farmington (UMF) looks awful
tough. They've been looking
forward to our meeting all
summer. But last year we lost
in the first meeting and came
back TO- -beat "Mein -in—
 the
championship," Kaczor said.
A lot has been made of the
diet of athletes in ttie past years.
"I could live off cheese
omelets," she confided. Also
included among the favorites in
her diet are in this order; - 
chicken 'cordon-bleu, peanut -
butter, and pizza.
This last season should hold
plenty of memories for Kaczor.
In the UMO Tourney held just
three weeks ago, Linda devas-
tated the UM Fort Kent defense
with fifteen straight points.
Fort Kent did not even get to
serve.
To date this season the Maine
team is 6-0 within the state and 8-
4 overall.
Should this team defend their
five straight state titles
successfully, Kacz will finish out
having played on MAIAW
championship squads all four
years of her career.
Linda Kaczor sets ups teammate
for another Maine spike. (Roland
Morin photo)
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comme-TtaN rich garven
Bring back football...please  
The strike between the players
and the owners is entering its
fourth week, and frankly, I'm
getting a little tired of the whole
mess. The pregame (?) show on
CBS ran a poll asking men what
they've been spending their time
doing on Sundays during the
strike. Sixty percent said they
were spending more time with
their families and they didn't
miss the game.a4 much as they
thought they would. Some thirty
percent said they .were drinking
less alcohol. Well, I do miss the .
games. For one thing I don't have
a couple of kids to take to the
park, and after a normal
Saturday night my alcohol 
consumption level is usually zero
on Sunday. So before I go nuts
from watching women's
gymnastics and stock car racing I
wish the two sides would think of
the fans and clear up their
differences.
JUST FOR THE RECORD:
The best academic record of any
major basketball conference in
the nation belongs to the Ivy
League which had a 100 percent
graduation rate last year. There
were 12 seniors on eight teams
and they all graduated. The worst
graduation record belongs to the
Southwest Conference. Just four
of 24 seniors on SWC teams
obtained degrees, a graduation
rate of 16.7 percent. In the 1982
NBA draft the Ivy League had no
number one draft choices, the
SWC had four. Trouble was 16
players went to school for four
years- and got nothing, not a
degree, not a job. The only
reason these players were even
mexican restaurant
•Visit us at our new Close to Campus
• location at the intersection of
P College Avenue &
• Stillwater Avenue
74401
01,101.1'05
EtK>OLACM4
NACHO&
TWADAS
allowed into school was to keep
the athletic teams on the winning
track, and thus keep the boosters
checkbooks open.
RUN FOR THE ROSES:
Timely Writer had the potential
to be the greatest racehorse to
ever come out of New England,
but someone else thought
differently. First the colt missed
the Kentucky Derby in May with
gastroenteritis (an ulcer in the
stomach). He had been the
favorite before being sidelined.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT:
Those who contribute $3,000 a
year for scholarship money to the
University of Texas can buy
mixed drinks at $2 a shot in a $1
million lounge reserved for 200
members of the Texas Longhorn
Education Foundation. Everyone
else drinks soft drinks.
4
15
Soccer squad
Mies, 2-0
tcontinued from page 14)
Bowdoin found the right range at
19:50 of the half when Greg Coffey
struck a penalty shot past Maine
keeper David LaPrise.
The penalty was called after a Maine
player took down Coffey in front of
the goal when he was going one on one
against LaPrise.
Scott Gordon added Bowdoin's
second goal at 43:01 of the half when
Maine failed to clear the ball out of the
goal mouth. Gordon took advantage
of the opportunity and fired a low hard
shot into the goal.
The second half held few scoring
chances for either team.
Maine Coach Jim Dyer said his team
did not play as well as they are capable
of playing. He said the team must be
more consistent in the quality of play.
Library Search Committee. Public Hearing
The Library Search Committee invites all interested
students to attend a public faculty/student forum with Dr.
David Zubatsky, candidate for the position of Director of
Libraries. The meeting will be held Monday, October 18,
3:30 to 4:30 VM; In the Peabody Lounge in the Memorial
Union. There will also be a faculty reception on Tuesday at
3:30 In the Lynch Room in the Library, which students are
welcome to attend. Copies of the candidate's resume will be
available at the Reference desk in the library and in the Ford
Room on the top floor of the union. Written evaluations of
the candidate will be welcomed; forms will be provided at the
meetings.
Search-Commit-tee
Dean Karl Webb. Chairman
imecomingConeertnowleaturin4 
Bill Chinnock
the legend of the North Country
on Saturday Oct. 16 at 8 pm.
with special guest
13uffalo Chip Tea
.ArALAA
..
Tickets
*4.00 for students and alumni
*6.00 for general public
On sale starting Thurs. in the Memorial
Union, BCC Student Union and Discount
Beverage.
4P-
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Career Day exhibits
over 90 occupations
The Office of Career Planning and
Placement and the colleges
at UMO are co-sponsoring a
Career Day tor UMO students on
Wednesday. Oct. 20, from 9:30
a.m.-4:00p.m. in the Field House.
Over 90 career resource individuals
representing a,' diverse range of
companies and organizations--Inter-
national, national, and local--will be.
on hand to answer questions regard-
ing relationships between careers in
different majors, selection of career
options, development cif career plans,
and types of job selection policies a
company may have. This is not an
interview program; rather, it allows
students from every class to meet
informally with representatives and
discuss opportunities. Students from
all colleges and classes are invited.
For more information, call Patty
Counihan at 2226: _
Peer Sexuality class
visits Bangor clini
Last Tuesday night, the Peer
Sexuality Class went to the Bangor
Sexually Transmitted Diseases Clinic
to find out what goes on there and
what would happen if we were really
patients going to the clinic. We would
like to tell you about what happens
there, when you go for a check-up.
The clinic is located on the BCC
-Campus. You waltittit0 the building
and take a right-hand turn, down the
hall to the waiting room on the right. I
was a little put off when I was told to
take a number. There is a reason for
doing that, and it's not just to make
you feel like you are in a deli line. It
sounds really impersonal, but they do
it to protect their clients. You get
called into the counselor's office by
number to protect your identity.
From the waiting room you follow
the counselor into the office. There is
a certain amount of paperwork invol-
ved, just like going to any medical
office. The patient then talks to the
counselor about any ”Lmptoms of STD
(sexually transmitted diseases-for-
October is Health Awar-ness Month
in Chadbourne Hall. Discussions have
been on Stress/Relaxation, Power of
Positive Thinking. Weight Room
Techniques, Intramural Programs,
and Dieting Tips. Discussion takes
place Oct. 18 at 7:00 p.m. in the TV
Lounge.
The excitement is brewing over the
coming new look in Penobscot of the
Physical Training Center. Just wait
for the change. Several programs,
including aerobics and indoor golf
(Yes! indoor) are included in the
upcoming activities!
In Balentine, the Faculty Advisor
Program is off and running. Both
merlv called VD), and the procedure
are explained. After that, you go to-
the examination room for testing. You
will know what is going to happen,
before you get into the medical part of
the visit, so you don't have to be
worried. None of the tests for STD are
painful, The worst thing that will
happen to you might be giving a blood
sample 
The Bangor STD Clinic can test,
diagnose, and give medication for
overy twenty sexually transmitted
diseases, and, in most cases, the day
you go thcre. The fee for the
examination and medication is $10.
You can make an appointment by
calling 947-0341 extension 320-322.
The clinic hours by appointment are
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday. Friday,
and walk-in hours are 6:00 p.m. - 7:30
p.m. Monday and Wednesday.
Sexually Transmitted Diseases are
dangerous to your health. It pays to
get any suspicious symptoms checked
out. As the saying goes, "Nice people
get STD's too."
students and faculty are excited over
the potentialefor programs and activi-
ties for the entire dorm. Enthusiasm
is running high!
In Stodder, our Computer Room is
now open for all hall residents.
The DGB is working hard and
provides study breaks (food, drink) for
those diligent students (?). Movies
are shown on weekends and upcoming
events include the Halloween Party
and a Semi-Formal (of course).
Barbara Smith, our dear, devoted
-Complex Director, has recently cele-
brated her 2nd year anniversary.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. BARB.
Dr. Margaret Rose Conrad, De-
partment of History, Acadia Univer-
sity. Canada, is presenting a lecture
on "The Re-birth of Canadian History:
Women's History and the Interpreta-
tion of Canada's Past." The four
areas of Canadian history which have
been transformed by the study of
women that will be discussed are the
fur trade, the immigration experience.
work and Canada's values.
Dr. Conrad is currently finishing a
book entitled The Politics of Region-
alism: A Political Biography of George
Nowlan and editing with several
colleagues. Diaries of Nova Scotia
Women. The lecture is sponsored by
the Leadership in Educational Equity
and Women in Curriculum Projects
and the office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
It is scheduled for this evening
7:30-9:30 p.m. in 100 English/Math.
Grad students offer
The Professional Practices Center
offers counseling services by ad-
vanced graduate students in counselor
education for part-time students.
Appointments can be ,scheduled Mon-
day through Friday between 9 a.m.
and 8 p.m. by calling 581-2710 or by
going to 203 Shibles Hall.
If you are considering enrolling for
part-time study or are currently a
part-time student at UMO or BCC you
may wish to explore issues such as
home and family adjustments, making
the system work for you, finances, job
changes. relocation, career advance-
ments, changing relationships and
others. The service is free for
currently enrolled students. Non-stu-
dents may be charged SI to $S per
session based on income.
For further information
Prof. Stanley L. Freeman
112 Shibles Hall
581-2691
